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The firings continue
Yet the campus gets colder

No.13

KEAN ( '01.LEGE OF NE\\ JEHSE\

Senate Hears
Fi ri ng Pro t ests

December 1, 1977

C

by Greg Gomes

Taking action on the threatened firing of a number of
teachers, the Facu lty Senate voted in a meeting last Tuesday, November 22nd, to have "the Vice President of
Ac~demic Affairs and the Chairperson of the Early
Chrldhood Department meet" this week to discuss the
future of that program. The Vice President and Chairperson will then report back to the Senate on the results
of such discussion at an emergency meeting of the
Faculty Senate, which was held on Tuesday November
29th.
'
Firing Protests
There were a n umber of
protests to the firings raised by
some sena tors and guests. A
letter was read on behalf of Gai l
We iss, president of t he Early
Child hood
Student
Club
(E.C.E .C.). It stated "as students
we were d rawn i o Kean Colleg~
by the excellent reputation o f
the Early Ch ildhood Department
and find now that our program is
being undermined by the loss of
full-time faculty members. " Th e
letter further stated , " We are
sure that such major cut back (by
another 25%) will affect our curriculum and the quality of the
program now being offered. "
In a later interview, Dr.
Dorothy Goldberg, chairperson
of the Faculty Senate, noted that

three departments, Industrial
Studiu, Special ~d'-' ·
Physical Education, ha wrl en
letters to President Weiss expressing concern over the firings.
The Chairperson stated ,
" there is no involvement on that
level (retention of faculty), and
more dialogue is needed
between the faculty and administration . These teachers did
everything they could (for
students) as hard as they could. "
At the meeting. June Handler,
Chairperson of the Early
Childhood Department, read a
letter to the Senate where she
stated that even though the work

load for the Early Childhood
Program has remained constant,
the number of full-time faculty
members has been cut from
thirteen to eight. "Now we are
th reatened with the loss of two
more full-time positions. This
severe reduction in the numbers
o f Ea rly Chi ldh ood faculty is
scarely just ifiable. We have been
forced to rely upon an increasing
number o f adjuncts."
" At th is time, 38% o f the work

(Continued on page 12)
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er, chairperson of the brly Childhood deJNrtment reads a statement to the Fa I
Senate at their Emergency Meeting i_n which she made it quite clear that the denial of tenure would ~~i ty
pie _her department. From left to right: Dr. Bernard Weinstein, en-'ish· Dr. Handler and D l . pWedand, early childhood.
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Ea:ly Childhood Students Voicing
Disapproval Over Facult Firin s
•support

wide-spread
for the
teachers in the School of
Education who were not
recommended for tenure by Acting Vice President Haselton.
Many hundreds of students have
signed the petitions asking
President Weiss to recommend
Dr. Muriel Vogel and Dr. Linnea
Weiland , from the Early
Childhood Department, and Ms.
Jean Levitan , from the Health
and Recreatio n Department, for
tenure. All these teachers
rece ived t he overwhelming sup-

Theater.
The response of the campus
has been very encouraging. A
representative of E.C.E.C. (the
Early Childhood student club)
addressed the Council of
Sororities and Fraternities and
they agreed to write letters and
circulate the petition . E.C.E.C.
have been asking to speak and
circulate the petition in classes.
Faculty all over campus have
given some class time up to the
concerned studen ts. At the Hot
Tuna Concert last w ee k E.C.E. C.
set up tables in the lobby of the

many $rgtlatures.
The letter-writing campaign
has been very successful. The
President's secretary has been
r,,eeting many students from the
college this week as they deliver
their letters. Letters have been
sent to President Weiss by
students, parents, community
people, and faculty i,n support of
the candidates .
A letter was written by Gail
Weiss, president of E.C.E.C., to
t he Chairperson of the Facu lty
Senate, asking that the Senate

~ tirlnss

on the Early
Ch'ftifhood cutrlculum.
E.C.E.C. plans to continue the
petition and letter-writing campaigns this week. They will start
delivering the signed petitions
immediately. In addition , they
intend to ask Student
Organization to become involved in this issue which so
profoundly affects the quality of
education at Kean . All students
are . urged to attend the Student
Council meeting on Friday, Dec.
2, at 6:00 p.m . in Down s Hall,
Meeting Room A .

Faculty Firings Stir Campus Community;
Emergency Senate Meeting Convened
by A.M. Forrester,
Sal Cardaci and
Robert Siniakin
An emergency meeting of the
Faculty Senate met last Tuesday
to discuss the future of the early
childhood
department
in
general and denial of tenure to
two faculty members in that
department.
Dr. Linnea Weiland and Dr.
Muriel Vogel , after having been
recommended for tenure by the
Faculty Retention and Tenure
Committee ,
were
not
recommended by Acting Vice
President Haselton . The next
steps in the process are to have
President
We iss make a
recommendation to the Board of
Trustees for final action . If a
faculty
member i s not
recommended for tenure after
this process he may appeal the
Boa rd 's decision.
Massive letter
Writing Campaign
Students in the Early
Childhood department upon
learning of the recommendation of Acting Vice President

Haselton undertook a massive
letter writing and pamphlet
producing campaign protesting
the denial of tenure to Weiland
and Vogel and complaining that
their department was being unfairly cut. Several of their leaflets
distributed throughout the campus this week stated that the
college was " bias against the
School of Education " and that
" the firing of two more faculty
will make it more and more difficu It to major in Early
Childhood."
These sentiments were also expressed by the chairperson of
the Early Childhood department,
Dr. Handler. In address ing the
Senate, Dr. Handler stated that
the denial of tenure in her
department would " cripple o ur
department" and " make us
unable to go in the direction we
are now working towards." Dr.
Handler stated that the denial of
tenure to Weiland and Vogel was
a much larger problem than
most people realized. Some of
the effects of this action, as stated
by Dr. Handler would be:

1. Morale - " If these lines are
eliminated, the morale of the
older faculty members would
sink."
2. Motivation - " Young faculty
members wouldn 't have as much
initiative if these lines are
dropped."
3. Enrollment - " Cutting back
on
the
Early Childhood
department would also pull
students away from other
departments, both in the School
of Education and the School of
Arts and Sciences."
Handler went on to say that
the students and the faculty in
her department worked very
closely
in
developing t he
program that is being taught at
this time. The students feel very
committed to the depa rtmen t,
and this was _c learly shown by the
outpouring of student concern
;:'•0 r
the denial o f tenure to
Vogel and Weiland .
letters Read From
Entire College
During the course of the two
hour meeting, letters from
departments throughout the en-

tire college, both in the School o f
Education as well as the School of
Arts and Sciences were read to
the Senate fro'rn representatives
from
each
respective
department. All stated that the
denial of tenure to Vogel and
Weiland was viewed with dismay
and displeasure. Many saw the
action taken by Acting Vice
President Haselton as a real
threat not only to the early
childhood program , but to every
program in the college.
Dr . Mary Lewis, faculty
representatives to the Boa rd of
Trustees said , " It's time we (the
Faculty) make a strong stand in
determining the curriculum and
the goals of this school. "
The main motion that was
made and passed ·by the Faculty
Senate stated , " At the Board of
Trustees meeting on December
5, the Senate representative to
the Board should report on t his
special meeting of the Senate,
communicating the concerns
that have been expressed."
Dr. Lewis, who will address the
Board stated, " I'll make sure they

understand how we feel about
this matter. "
"Erroneous Data"
David Jones, fa culty member
of the Fine Arts depart m ent,
stated that in t he past t~e administration has based decisions o n
" erroneous
data ."
W h en
ultimately told that their data was
in error, Jones stated that the
decision based on that data
stood . He said that sort of
" perverted
management "
creates a " self-fulf il ling
prophecy. You cut back on
faculty , which
eliminates
courses
which
eliminates
students sign ing up for those
courses . Of course the projections made by the adm inistration are accurate, they MAKE
them become accurate by cutting here and there. "
Presiden t of St udent
Organ ization Joyce Marinelli,
speaking as a student, asked why
the Senate didn 't get something
accomplished more directly.
" I've sat here for two hours and
you haven 't got a thing ac-

(Continued on page 12;
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The Kean College Federation of Teachers and the Administration of this school will be coming to grips: with the problems
of deciding which faculty members will return next fall and
which will -not. No matter what the final decision is, the AFT
(American Federation of Teachers) and many instructors will
not be happy. And rightly so.
Kean College has many faculty members up for reappointment or tenure this year. Out of this group, many excellent
professors will be dismissed to find a job elsewhere. Kean, as
well as the other state colleges, have lost some of the best
instructors ever in the system, not because anyone really
wanted to see them leave but because there was no room for
them. There were already too many tenured teachers in that
department.
How can this be justified? H can't. One administrator, when
asked why K.C. continues to employ some pretty lousy instructors who have tenure and dismisses some superh ones because
they don't, said, "It's just the system." This is not fair to teachers,
students or the administration. Why isn't it changed?
Job security is a great asset, but not at the expense of the many
students paying their money for a quality education. When
anyone buys anything with their hard earned money, they expect the best quality merchandise possible. Unfortunately,
wme of the highest quality merchandise KC students ever saw is
gone and soon some other profs will join that group.
The AFT, a powerful bargaining agent for the teachers, has
obtained for members, the job security they wanted. Since no
state school has ever fired a tenured teacher, there are some
instructors with this status are not serving the student
population to the best of their ability. They don't have to ... they
have tenure.
·

Need a jobl Part-timel Full-timel Days or
eveningsl The National Student Association
Employment Service has already placed many
students in employment throughout the Union

County area. If you are looking for a job, come
to our office located in the College Center
(CC118) o_
r contact Joe Ginarte at 351-1040 or
289-6200.
· JOBS is our business!

nde endent
ettersqmp
Colo r Col o rs Wr iting
Dear Ed itor,
Steph en Clayto n, I read your letter with t he stran ge ki nd o f interest
tha t I reserve for such matters. M ay I give you a little feedback and
react ion ?
I be lieve you are missi ng the whole point of the pi ct ure. In the
ed itorial, the re wa s ment ion o f t he men tal lynching that o ccurs at
Kean . Whe t her you and I agree that thi s occurs, and to what degree, is
un important; I wish to deal only in mentalities.
I th ink you are an honest person and I believe that you have written
what you honestly feel and think . But as I read your letter, I had to
wonder " Does this guy really know how much his color has colored is
writings? "
You ask the " brothers and sisters" to " .. .stop pitying yourself. "
Further down you mention " grandparents" that " .. .didn 't want handouts. " Do you really think that black people pity themselves? Are
you seriously implying that black people accept handouts? Come on,
fella, is it truly that cut and dry? I
You mention that " everyone had their roots in Europe. " O .K. True
enough , but I believe that it would be easier for you to dig up yours
then for me to dig up mine!
·
In reality, roots can matter but little to me. I have been so far
removed from mine, that they are unknown and close to nonexis_tant .
When I remember my roots, I think mainly of that " peculiar
institution " that destroyed them .
To say that "Expressions is a piece of journalistic trash " is to revel in
your emotionalism . That you became emotional was not unintentional nor unexpected; I th ink I am safe in saying yours was the reaction Expressions attempted to gain. Instead of writing the paper off so
broadly, may I suggest that you look at it as a rare opportunity to see
what dwells and / or is buried in the mind of the black race?
And now you are asking me how mentalities tie into this at all. In
this America, skin color (black and white) is the greatest factor in how
we act. Accept it or not, how we think (black or white) will always be
limited by the color we are. Surely, racism marches on.
Sincerely,
Bretta Calhoun

Racism Is Here
Dear Editor,
· Now that every one has had time to recover from their shock stemming from the insertion of the word RACISM (don't go grabbin' your
dictionary, I have already checked), let's intelligently observe the
characteristics that comprise this emotionally stirring term .
Racism is thought of in today's society as something that openly exists, in another time, in another country, in another city, in another
person . Rarely is racism thought of by individuals within society as ex-
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OP-ED
FIRING TIME
isting in themselves . If these observations hold true when we are lead
't o three basic questions:
1. What is racism?
2. Where does it exist in today's society? (i.e. college environment)
3. What effect does it have on me as an individual?
Once these questions are answered, we then can begin to
constructively assess what must be done to eliminate this King of
social diseases.
If the essence of Racism is naive ignorance by all the components
of society, then Mr. Kamau lmani (lmani meaning faithful) was justified in using aa example (Black History) that all the components of
society can relate. In his editorial , Mr. lmani attempted to use a
chapter out of the Kean College History Book to illustrate how racial
moti_ves can be drawn from daily events here on campus.
In retrospect to Mr. lmani 's courageous effort of bringing a sensitive subject to the conscious of Kean 's society, I now am curious to
see how our society will deal with this issue.
In conclusion , I would like to ask a question, How will YOU as an
individual deal with this disease?
May peace be with you all ,
Neil

Sidewalk Breaks
Two Foot Mark
Dear Editor,
On November 1, I had the unfortunate experience of breaking my
foot on the sidewalk between Willis and Hutchinson Halls. I would
like to express my special thanks to Ann Cunningham of Health Services and the Squires Ambulance Team of Mark, Barbara, Jo'e and Eddie for their quick and efficient service during this emergency.
As the second faculty member in our department to break a foot on
this particular sidewalk, I would also urge the entire college community to take special care while walking on this uneven, hazardous
pavement on campus.
Sincerely,
Carolyn W. Carmichael, Ph.D .
Associate Professor
Dept. of Communication Sciences

Acting Vice President Stephen Haselton has recommended that 14 of
the 63 faculty up for reappointment or tenure be fired. Tomorrow, Friday,
December 2, President Weiss will announce his recommendations. On
Monday, December 5, the Trustees will make the final decisions.
What is reappointment? It is the granting of a one-year contract for the
following academic year (in this case, 1978-79). What is tenure? It is merely
the ending of the five-year probationary period during which every move,
every action, every word of the untenured teacher is subjected to the most
intensive critical scrutiny. To have tenure is to have nothing more than
what most other employees in Amefica acquire after to or 60 or 90 days of
probation. It does not mean a teacher cannot be fired.
Who are the 14? And why are they being fired? They are some of the best
and the brightest and most popular young teachers on this C31Jlpus. They
are being fired because the Administration in Townsend Hall thinks of
faculty simply as tools to be used for a time and then cast aside, often for
the most whimsical of reasons. They are being fired because the College
Administration thinks that the narrowest kinds of economic considerations are always of paramount importance, and that the academic
and educational needs of students and of the College are, at best, of
merely secondary co ncern.
How serious are these recommended firings? Very serious. Consider the
following facts . Those to be fired are: (1) more than 1 of every 5 faculty applying for reappointment or tenure· (22%); (2) more than 1 of every 2
faculty members applying for tenure (54%); (3) more than 2½ times the
percentage of faculty applying for reappointment or tenure in the school
o_f Education as in the School of Arts and Sciences (45% as against 17%); (4)
all faculty applying for tenure in the School of Education; (5) all women applying for tenure.
What can you do? (1) Supp9rt the 14 by writing a letter or paying a visit to
President Weiss. (2) Support the students who will be demanding that
Student Organization take action. (3) Come to the meeting of the Board of
Trustees on Monday, December 5, at 6:00 p.m. in Downs Hall.

Credits Given Where
Credit's Due
Dear Editor,
Thanks to Stu Welch, S.C.A.T.E. (The Students Committee for Advancement Through Education) has been recognized once again . EPS
3000 Education and Community Inst. will be offered at Kean College.
EPS 3000 is a three-credit course designed to aid S.C.A.T. E.'s
volunteers in bettering their ski ll s in servici ng the community. This
recognition will give more encouragement to the volunteers as well
as gaining more life experiences that prove so vital upon reaching
one's intended goals.
The folks at S.C.A.T.E. would like to extend a special thanks to Stu
Welch in his achievement in making S.C.A.T.E. an opportune
situation in learning to deal with people.
Thanks Stu.
The folks at S.C.A.T.E.

Kean College federation of Teachers

THEY SAY CUTBACK.
- WE SAY FIGHT BACK!!!
lhe OP-Ed is avehicle for any~ne in the campus community to express an opinion that woujd be
interesting, entertaining or otllerwise valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

There will be an organization meeting of the Kean Teach-In
Committee at 1 :30 on Monday, December 5 in Hutchinson J104.
This group is sponsored by the Philosophy department and local
Peace Groups. Other faculty and students are invited to attend.

Decision For The Future
Dr. Weiss,
We, the brothers of Nu Delta Pi, are writing this letter concerning
the controversy over the firing of Kean College professors.
The decision that you will be making is one that will not only cause
great controversy between professors, but will also have an effect on
the enrollment here at Kean College in the future.
We hope the decision you make will be one of great benefit for the
professors as well as the students.
Thank you for your time,
Fraternally yours,
Jerry Smith

Brutal Murder
On Kean Campus
Dear Editor,
On Tuesday, November 11 , a slight snowfall occurred. To get into
the spirit of the weather, a group of well-meaning and fun-loving
K.C. students attempted snow-person making. Agreed, this snowperson was not physically attractive and defects were numerous, but
we loved itl Fifteen minutes after birth , the aforementioned snowperson was horribly and brutally murdered. This is a demand for action 11 Such a pervert must be removed from society! There is NO excuse for such recklessness. We , the undersigned, plead for an
apology and life imprisonment.
Thank you ,
Louise (fun-loving) Webb
Sharon (space cadet) Brady

SKI TRIP
Kean, College Ski Club is sponsoring its first day trip this season to Hunter
Mt. on Sunday, Dec. 11th. Departure time is 6:00 a.m . in the gym parking
lot. Total price is

$1Q.50
which includes bus trip and lift ticket. Non-refundable deposit of $3.00will
be collected in the Student Center from today through Friday, Dec. 9
between 11 :30 to 12:30.
·

THINK SNOW

ARE YOU BORED?
Yes □

No □

If you are tired of looking at your toenails; if
you are a little outrageous, irreverent, slightly
over the edge; and if you liketowrite,draw,illustrate, cartoon,, etc. RAW Magazine needs you!
Type, Print, Letter
Come and meet us next Tuesday, VE-113 at
College Hour (1 :40-2:55). For more info, call 527-

2689.
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_variable ·Stars
by Robert Kern
People constantly ask me what
they should do to set up a bar for
their parties or home. Now that
the holiday season is here and
many of our older students will
surely be entertaining I feel it apropos to make my suggestion
record.
Stocking the bar has become a
game of roulette. Modern drinking habits change rapidly these
days, used to be a pitcher of martinis and a bottle of bourbon
scotch and soda water were all
you had to worry about but now.
. .well.

Stocking the bar:

-..__

The $100 Bar : _2'quarts vodka, 2
quarts scotch, 2 _fifths gin, 1 fifth
bourbon, 1 ·• fifth blended
whiskey, 1 fifth rum, 1 fifth dry
vermouth, 2 fifths Campari, 2 fifths Dubonnet, 3 bottles varietal
white wine, and 2 large bottles
mineral water.
If you can't afford it the
percentages and brands are still
valuable. But for my more
economically solid readers I
have '
The $200 Bar: Vodka (2 quarts
domestic, 1 fifth imported),
Scotch (2 quarts blended, 1 fifth
single malt), Gin (1 quart domestic, 1 fifth imported), bourbon (1
quart), Tennessee Sour Mash (1

fifth), blended whiskey •(1 fifth
american , 1 fifth Canadian), rum
(1 fifth Puerto Rican light, 1 fifth
Puerto Rican golden, 1 fifth
Jamaican dark), Tequila (1 fifth) ,
Pernod (1 fifth) , Lillet (1 fifth) ,
Dubonnet (1 fifth) , Punt e Mes (1
fifth) , Dry Vermouth (1 fifth) ,
Sweet Vermouth (2 fifths), Campari (1 fifth), white wine (6 bottles varietal) , Red wine (2 bottles
fine claret) , Champagne (1 bottle
imported, 1 bottle domestic) ,
beer (two six-packs German or
Dutch), Creme de Cassis (1 small
bottle), Mineral water (6 bottles).
If you like you many change
anything to suit your tastes or if
you happen to know the specific
tastes of your guests but the
above works as a general rule.
N.B. A new magazine called
Party is out filled with fine ideas
for original parties and how to
hurdle the common stumbling
blocks of hosting. Pick it up if you
have a chance.
By now you must be fed up
with the entire Thanksgiving
scene. For a week after the day
you 've had nothing but turkey
sandwhiches, turkey pudding,
turkey ham, turkey jell-o and
God knows what else. Well , since
it's highly probalbe that you'll be
having it again around Christmas
I feel it my public duty to give

you those varied recipes which
may save your palate from
boredom and you cook from
your hJmicidal tendencies .

Turkey Hash: Have ready 2
cups cold diced turkey, ¼ cup
sliced ripe olives, 2 tablespoons
finely chopped onion, and 1
tablespoon
chopped
green
pepper. Melt 2 tablespoons
butter in the top pan of a chafing
dish and saute the onion and
green pepper until they are soft
but not browned . Add the turkey
and the ripe olives and ¼ cup
turk-ey or chicken broth. Season
to taste with salt and pepper and
cook the mixture until the turkey
1s thoroughly heated and lightly
browned. Add ½ cup cream
blended with the yolks of 2 eggs
and cook the mixture fQL" 3
minutes, being careful not to let
it boil. Serve immediately in
patty shells or on hot crisp toast.
Serves 4.
Turkey Pillaff: Saute one large
onion, chopped, in ¼ pound
melted butter until it is golden.
Add diced cooked giblets from a
turkey and 2 cups raw rice and
season with 3/4 teaspoon thyme
and salt and pepper to taste.
Continue to cook , stirring, until
the rice turns golden. Add 2 cups
cooked turkey, diced and 3 ½
cups turkey broth, cover the pan,
and simmer the pilaff for 20
minutes, or until the rice is
tender and all the liquid is absorbed. Toss the rice lightly with
2/ 3 cup chopped walnuts and
serve hot.
During the writing of this article I heard the five finalists for
the Anyone Can Host contest for

by Frank Bolger

Deifolkomatics: Science Marches Onward, Christian Soldiers!
Something
approaching
frenzy has arisen in religious circles as a result of the publication
of a new book which proves incontrovertibly that God wrote
the Bible. Penned by former
Knick basketballer Jerry Lucas
and writer Del Washburn , the
book demonstrates that there is a·
precise mathematica) pattern to
the New Testament of the Bible;
a . paradigm of numerical
congruity so completely and intricately constructed over the
centuries that the . heartiest of
doubters must concede that He
is indeed the author.
My prior skepticism, now
thrown joyously to the wind, had
always been grounded in the
elementary fact that I lack the
necessary prerequisite, an atrophied cerebrum . Briefly
t~eti:
wltho1J
f aith. The
ll 7 u I am
~
1( 1 ., , -;· J1,/
." ( .
~ UJne,nt ~that, if t ~~~t _is a God,
Hien wt,y does h~ 'permit so
rtR1ch suffering in Jthis world, Ja
fl vorite · of atheish' and other
such double-tongued quacks,
has never swayed me. The
answer to them is quite simple; if
we are all fashioned in His image
and likeness then .it follows that
he should enjoy a good joke occasionally, even a cruel one .
After all, he created woman .
Though such puerile
arguments are unimpressive,
before I am prepared to accost
passersby and belabor them with
biblical quotations, or fall upon
mankind with wild-eyed
harangues about sin and their
immortal souls I require proof of
a scientific nature. Thus my
dissent from Holy Writ and its
inevitable consequences. Those
who look upon the saying, "Faith
is believin ' what you know ain't
so," as a soggy-eyed tribute to its
awful powers should note that it

is also a serviceable definition of
psychic disorder.
But that is all in the past . Messrs. Washburn and Lucas have
provided the starting point for
what promises to be a definitive
proof of the existence of an
Almighty and powerful Being,
one that will finally satisfy the
faithful and the doubtful alike.
The W & L method (for it is not
theory, but fact) is known as
Theomatics and its object is to
bring to all the marvelous part
that God played in the writing of
the Bible.
Valuable as their great work
has been, however, it suffers one
drawback. That is, namely, which
bible did they use? The fact is
that there are so many different
versions of the Bible, some
widely divergent in the good
news that they spread, that the
direct usefulness of their findings is questionable. But, as I
say, they have pointed the way.
Using W & l 's extraordinary
method , and building upon their
-foundation ,; Swiss theologian
Lucas Van Dannigan has uncovered similar, mathemati cally-based evidence that, over a
period of centuries, God has
quietly authored most of the
great folk songs which we all
know and enjoy . Indeed, if his
findings hold true, God may be
the most prolific songwriter of all
time. The royalties alone will
make him a rich Deity many
times over.
This raises questions of a disturbing and puzzling sort.
Where, for example, will they
send his royalty checks? If they
are addressed to Heaven they
might be r'efurned 'as nondeliverable. They could send the
checks to his representative on
earth, but which one? The
Catholics? The Greek Orthodox?
The Buddhists? Charles Manson?
(Continued on page 5)

Saturday Night Live. I cannot
believe they were the best . Let's
get together and give me a
Christmas present . At the cost of
nine cents make me the write in
candidate. Send by name in to
Anyone can Host, P.O . Box 722,
Radio City Station , New York,
N.Y. 10019. It worked for Buz
Whelan why not me. Unless my
editor strikes this paragraph in
which case I' ll be forced to cry
my eyes out while systematically
ripping his limbs from him.)
In this SE:ason hot drinks are a
must. Last week.I gave you Glogg
and I've decided to continue .

(Continued on page 9)

by Ellen Curcio

Each week the editors of campus pµblications make this
SPACE available for items of
interest to the Kean 1WOMAN ,
student, staff, and faculty.
• While lamenting the rising
incidence of divorces in
American family life religious
and social leaders are sensitive to
the st rains such decisions place
on the family, on the children
and particularly on the single
parent. One such group, the
Jewish Community Center joins
many others, and will sponsor
special programs for single
parents and their families . On
December 18 The Center plans a
family outing from 12 noon to 3
p .m. Visitors are asked to bring a
box lunch (they' ll share familystyle) and sports clothing . The
Center plans a swim , arts and
crafts projects and use of the
gym . Cost is very minimal and
the location is 403 W . Sev~nth
Street, Plainfield.
The New York State Education
Department is sponsoring a

b y Chris_Jarocha
The Cryonics Society o f New
York, one of a few chapters of
the Cryonics Society of America,
operates out of a lawyer 's office
in Sayville, Long Island. The first, _
and once the largest, cryonics
organization in the world , it has
fallen on hard times. Where its
membership once totaled two
thousand, it has now shrunken to
less than three dozen .
The Society was started in 1965,
when a small group of people
from the New York area, enchanted with the ideas
presented by cryonics pioneer
Robert C.W. Ettinger, in his
book, The Prospects of Immortality, decided to create an •
organization to put those ideas
into practice. As a brochure of
the Society ' s states , it is
" dedicated to the extention of
human life under increasingly
better conditions . Our ultimate
goal is the attainment of
biological immortality - a life of
youthful vigor unhampered by
physical limitations. "
Members of the Society
prepare for this goal by d ying.
Realizing that " biological immortality" is not likely to be
reached during their lifetimes,
they arrange, through the
Society, to have their dead
bodies frozen , thus awaiting defrosting and restoration to life in
some future age. In essence,
then, the Cryonics Society may
be equated to a cemetery for
transients.
Because the Society is a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization,
it has had trouble in past years
funding its operations . There are
no research grants forthcoming,
no eccentric humanitarians willing to contribute. The money
comes from their own members,
from other Cryonic Societies,
and from the Bedford

Foun-

suran ce trust f un ds.
Ideally, onl y a hosp ital can
properly prepare a body for
freezing. Once a member has .
been declared clinically dead,
the corpse should be attached to
a heart-lung machine in order to
keep the brain and other organs
from deterioration . Next, a heat
exchanger is brought in, lowering the body temperature at a
carefully controlled rate. The
carotid artery and jugular vein
are opened and the blood
drained. It is replaced with a
solution to protect the body
from damage by ice crystals
freezing within the cells,
sometimes a glycerol fluid, other
times dimethylsulfoxide. Then
the body is wrapped in
aluminum foil
(to prevent
frostbite, from the freezing
condensation) and placed in a
plastic pouch , which, in turn, is
placed in a " coffin " packed with
dry ice , When the body
temperature has reached -79° C,
the body is transferred to a permanent Cryo-Capsule, filled
with liquid nitrogen, bringing
the temperature down to its
lowest point, -196° C.
The initial cost of freezing is
$10,000. This covers the cost of
the capsule, the chemicals, the
preparation and handling of the
body, and one year's storage in
the
Cryonics . Society
of
America 's vaults in Phoenix,
Arizona. Maintenance for
succeeding years costs approximately $1,200, most of this
going to pay for liquid nitrogen,
which must be replaced every
four months. It is an expensive
procedure, and , in one case, an
insurance company has refused
to honor the beneficiary, forcing
the Society to raise funds
through such odd methods as a
dinner-dance.
Prohibitive

costs

and

the

usurety of achieving the desired
dation, named after a Southern
immortality has
Californian psychology profes- desired
the
cryonics
sor.., James Bedford, who was prevented
" cryonically interred " by the . movement from becoming big.
Cryonics Society of California. There is no guarantee that
Dr. Bedford left an estate of someone who is frozen will ever
$100,000 to the maintenance of be unfrozen; science today can
his frozen corpse. The Foun- see no way to reverse the
dation contributes to the damage caused by death and/ or
maintenance of others in times the formation of ice within the
cells. Some , however, think a
of financial emergency .
Still , most of the New York poor chance is better than no
chapter's money does come chance at all. Still , unless a major
from
its most dedicated breakthrough is made in the
members, a core of some ten or field of cryobiology, the field of
twelve who have named the cryonics will remain frozen and
Society as beneficiary of life in- dormant.

three-day workshop for Caldwell portrays Bernhardt,
educators and administrators on who was " liberated,"
long
" Implementing Title IX : Achiev- before it became fashionable .
ing Sex Equity in Postsecondary Performance is at 4:00 p.m. on
Education " on December 5 thru Sunday December4; Dick Cavett
7 at Grossing.er's, New York . ' interviews Caldwell and her
Conference organizer John R. views .on Bernhardt , following.
Haines indicates that this will be
• Dr. Marcella Haslam of the
an " action" oriented workshop Counseling Center has sent repdesigned to assist post-secon- rints of the 1976 Annual Report
dary institutions in complying of the Carnegie Corporation of
with the intent of Title IX. New York entitled " Women
Conference registration fee is Working : Toward A New
$25.00 - this does not include Society. " Corporation president
meals or lodging. The Campus Alan Pifer is author of the report
Center fo, ,vomen at X 2296 has and chose this area , the
additional information.
emergence of women , as a most
• Channel 13's " Great Per- vital social issue for the annual
formances " presents " Sarah," a message. Haslam or the Campus
theatrical biography of the great Center for Women can secur·e
Sarah Bernhardt. Actree Zoe reprints for you .
r--~-:-.►. --~-------~------------------;
I Next week , please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE I
I section of The Independent:
I
I Item or event _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _
}
I Place, date and time _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

II

Source '' - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - Your r:,ame _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

II

I

Pleas~ retµrn all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rml

L:A H4, ~~:~~~~'!·----·- -------~
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A Bit Of The Painter
... A Bit Of The Poet ·
ti tl ed, " A Trip t hat Ends in SelfDestr uct io n."
In a relaxed atmosp here of
We bega n t he ra t her st ran ge
conv i v ial i t y and c reat ivi t y . journey by seei ng t he fin ishing
F. A.S.A. con vened in VE 11 2 durtouches bei ng appl ied to a ma zein g t he College Hour on Tuesli ke machine made from wh at
day, November 22. Design ed to
appears to be cardboard and
provide students with an opmasking tape . The tas k comportunity and a forum upon
pleted , we travel to our deswhich to display their " artstination ; the Vaughn Eames paroriented ware," the Fine Arts
king lot where we are treated to
Students Association encourages the i ncredulous face s of
all forms of original works, or as
bystanders who cannot wholly
termed by president Tom Hall,
believe what it is they' re seeing .
" anything dealing with the aesPlaced on a concrete slab outthetic," to be presented .
side the building, the " machine"
" Last year," explained Hall,
is set afire . Slide by slide we
" there was a lack of participation
watch as the flames engulf the
which may have been the result
cardboard structure, until finally
of the inclusion of executive
all that remains are some curling
matters into each meeting."
ashes which are quickly swept up
" This year," he continued,
and deposited in a nearby trash
" we're trying a different format.
recepticle.
We have separate meetings for
This comical as well as arthe decisions concer'ning trips
tistically pleasing affect was
and specifics of transportation,
achieved not only by subject
and utilize this time for informal
matter, but also through some
get-togethers."
very fine camera work which
The first part of the program
captured expressions and angles
featured a slide show by Hall
beautifully.

by Fran Kovaler

The second half of t he
program 's offeri n g was original
poetry by Lo rr ain e Lanigan .
Take n from a book she hopes to
h ave pu blis h ed e n tit l e d
GROWING PA INS, M s. Lanigan
selected 10 poems which she fe lt
best illustra ted her tran sit ion
from adolescence to maturit y.
Standing at the podium with a
single light silhouetteing her
fo rm, she d ramatically and
skillfully intoned her feelings of
love, friendship, art and life with
moving, insightful and perceptive prose.
" Eileen," a birthday poem
dedicated to her sister is almost
musical in its flowing lucidity of
emotion. A wry look at people,
" The Laundromat Poem" deals
with her impressions of the
people around her going
through their weekly ritual of
washing and ending with her
wondering if they pity her
because " she has only one
load " ?
The final selection was
perhaps the best. Calling it her
" Art Poem " she incisicively
questions if she turned herself
inside out and hung in a gallery,
would people pa ss by and say
" it 's been done so many t imes
before." If thi s w ere not a
rh etorical questio n and we w ere
permitted to have answ ered, it is
almost ce rta in the audi ence
would have ec hoed a resounding NO i
Although two different and
distinctive art
forms were
presented that Tuesday afternoon, they possessed a common
denominator.
Both
were
imaginative, well executed and
well wonh having been seen.

by Fr. Ron Giemza
A co upl e of summers ago
worke d at a camp for t he
retarded , run by several frie nds.
It was an extremely creative
camp offering varied activities,
Bi centennial events acted out ,
spontaneous sk its and storybook
characters floatin g around . Every
evening we'd get the kid s
together in the chapel just
before
bedtime and " Mr.
Sandman " dressed in a Turn of
the Century night robe and
holding a lantern, would appear
to read the children a story from
a big book which he carried
under his arm . On the last night
of the camp after he finished his
story, he put the book down and
said the following to the kids :
. " During the past week we' ve
done a lot of crazy things. We've
dressed up in different type of
costumes, we've put on crazy
skits, we 've done things we'd
never do outside this camp. If
anyone happened to drive into
the camp from the outside and
see the things that were going on

th ey wo uld 've th o ught we had
all gon e cra zy. Bu t we know
bette r. Somet imes its hard to te ll
so meon e that you love t hem and
it mi ght get borin g sayi ng it over
and over again , so w e tried to
find different wa ys to sa y it. Some
o f the crazy th ings w e did
wouldn ' t make sen se to
someone from the outside but
why we did it makes the most
sense. We did crazy things to
make you laugh, to make you
happy, because we love you and that makes sense. Maybe
love is the only thing that really
makes the most sense .
Sometimes_people do things that
don 't make sense, unless you
love them and then you
understand. "
I'm not sure if the children
understood completely what he
was saying but all week they
knew there were people all
around them who cared for
them . It's all a matter of vi sion, a
matter of seeing behing and
beyond, a talent to be nurtured if
we are to mature in our ability to
love.

Get Propositioned
" The Pro posit ion," and improvisationa l acting co mpany
describ ed rece ntly as " the
fres hest o f t he lot" by N ew York
Magazine and as "t he most important show of its kind " by the
Yale Theatre Review will be p erfo rming at 8 : 00 P.M. o n
December 8 in the Theat re fo r
the Performing Ar ts on the ca m-

pus t>f

Kean Collt!tle at ,.._

y In UniGn .

The group, in its tent h yea r of
to uring,
ut ilizes an ud ie nce
suggest io ns o f p oliticaJ, d ramatic
o r psychologica l proble ms to
caricature current personalities
and situat ions.
The performance is free and
open to the public. Tickets m ust
be picked up in advan ce at the
Col lege. For further information
- " ~ ~ ~ - - - -...........-.,c::..,: ...._

at 527-2044.

Black Flag: Deifolkomati cs
(Continued from page 4)
George Burns? Or maybe to
Grace Slick's child ? Cou ld He be
enti ced to appea r on A m erican
Bandstand or Don Kirschner's
program? If so, should He be
billed as a solo or a trio? Should
he sing a song? From what we
know we can imagine that He
looks like Charlton Heston and
speakes like Orson Welles. He' ll
be doing Folk-Blues, should we
jazz up his name? Something
with a little style, like Mississippi
" I did a lot of work with
Jesus Christ, the Blue Ridge
Buzzy," Joey will tell you . " At
one point I was his road crew, · Blessed Black Mountain Trinity,
opening act, backup band, and I or Blind Lemon Pentecost.
supplied the P.A . It was exhausSuch distressing questions
aside, how in fact did Dr. Van
ting. "
Dannigan arrive at his conJoey had heard much of the
musical goings-on in Austin, clusion? Well, as I say he used the
Texas and headed in that direc- Washburn-Lucas system, but
with one important refinement.
tion. In typical rambling fashion
he ended up in Miami instead, Van Dannigan felt that when W &
L counted up every word in the
where he met guitarist Lewis
McGehee. After travelling Bible they made a mistake by
accepting
duplicate
words.
around a bit as a duo, Joey and
Lewis were signed to Lifesong Therefore, in tabulating the
Records and made an album , number of words used in every
which was produced by Geni anonymous folk song ever
Sackson. The album was released written (to get an idea of His
vocabulary) Van 'Dannigan
in Fall 1976.
After touring nationally with counted no word twice.
artists like Ry Cooder, Al Stewart
His conclusions were startling.
and Neil Sedaka , and making a The three hundred and twenty
number of friends in both the nine (that mimer mysteriously
press and among radio folk, Joey recurs throughout Van Danand Lewis decided that solo nigan 's findings) verses of My
careers were important , and now Darling Clementine, counted by
Joey George is once more a solo Dr. Van Dannigan 's research staff
artist preparing to record for with duplicate words weeded
out, contained eight words in all.
Lifesong .
His style is as infectious as ever, Each word was then assigned a
and his songs reflect many numerical value and multiplied
musical moods. But the true Joey together. The total, 4277, was
George, the essential performer, then divided by the number of
is at his best making happy music people in attendance at The Last
Lo and
behold ,
that makes you want to smile and Supper.
dance. It's a hell of a lot better miraculously, the number arthan building fences, for all in- rived at was three hundred and
twenty nine I
volved .

Let George Do It
Joey George is coming to
Kean , Wednesday, Dec. 7 at 11
A.M . in the Little Theater.
Some popular performers
prepare for their careers by
dilligently studying music and
the charts. Others do what they
can and make as much music as
possible in their spare time.
That's how it started for Joey
George. Let us explain.
Joey George, who is blessed
with a voice that smiles and a
songwriting style that is deceptively simple and most direct,
spent the years most people his
age devoted to hanging around
college campuses subsidizing his
musical ambitions by building
fences in his native New Jersey.
Nearly every night he would slip
off to perform his own compositions, either solo or with The
Joey George Band. It was only
natural for him to do this, since
he has been a musical obsessive
since observing The Beatles
cavorting on The Ed Sullivan
Show.
Eventually Joey gave up his
career of creating good
neighbors (by building good
fences) and hit the road as a solo
artist. He opened for many performers during this period but
his most elaborate arrangement
was with Buzzy Linhart .

Risselty-rosselty now, now,
At th is po int, Van D an nigan
grew con fused , al so mari ju ana. It now!
I ca rried her home in a silver
is here tha t hi s work becomes
controversial. If the Lord had spoon ,
Risselty-rosselty, hey bomwritten this song, the Swi ss
scholar reasoned , might it con- bosselty,
Knickelty , knackelty, rustical
tain , buried in colloquialisms,
hidden meanings, secret mes- quality,
Willaby-wallaby now, now,
sages, or biblical references?
What sort of astonishing now!
But
further
investigation
revelations might be expected
from Jimmy Crackcorn and other proved inconclusive. Songs like
such ballads? The prospects Aunt Dinah's Quilting Party, Git
thrilled him as he swigged from Along Little Doggies, Hangtown
his jug of whiskey. Some of these Gals, and The Intoxicated Rat
songs were many centuries old, give evidence of divine
and some ageless. Was the earth inspiration, but nothing definite.
At present Dr. Van Dannigan is
visited by Ancient Evangelists?
Sleepless for five days, Van still in progress with his work.
Dannigan nonetheless began Newly unearthed evidence acto
the eminent
immediate work upon Froggy cording
Went A-Courtin '. For twelve theologian , suggests a link
hours he pored meticulously between the Holy Spirit and the
over each refrain. One stanza Oscar Mayer jingle, but right
now things are still tentative . Van
particularly 'i ntrigued him :
He took Miss Mousie on his Dannigan feels that his work
should maintain its high degree
knee, a-huh , a-huh
He took Miss Mousie on his of productivity as long as his liquor store, located at 329
knee, a-huh
Said, "Miss Mousie would you Wihelmstrasse, remains open .
marry me?" a-huh, a-huh
The Annunciation? He fell off
his chair. Then he propped
himself up with the whiskey jug
and continued . When totalled,
once more the song yielded a
by Alice M . Forrester
figure of three hundred and
You may ask: " International
twenty nine!
starsO. . .IMPOSSIBLE I 11 " You
More remarkable was the case may also ask, in complete
of Risselty-Rosselty. He hit upon wonder and surprise, " Where? ..
this song in the wee hours of the .and how do I get tickets"l And
morning. At once he removed those of you who are totally
the cigarettes from his mouth. stumped may ask " Who in the
He took the wastebasket off his *#$%111 is Pepe Hernandez"?
head and slid his cannister of Silly Well iust read on! The answer is
String into the desk drawer. yours for the asking. In the Little
Eagerly, he swiped the empty gin Theatre on December 6th, at
bottles from his desktop. Was it 9:00, Celebration Playhouse
the Lord speaking in tongues? Repatory Company in conThe key verse read like this:
junction with CCB Drama will
I married my wife in the month
(Continued on page 11)
of June

The Stars
Are Out
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TUNA that's hot to
trot

Photo by Dan Pyle

The real nucleas of Hot Tuna - Jack Cassidy, on bass guitar and Jorma Kaukonen, on lead guitar.

----"""""'

Photo by Dan Pyle

Jorma Kaukonen leading Hot Tuna on his lead guitar.

r

Photo by Rick Freedman

F.A. faulty memben, Richie Buncamper .and Martin Buchner, enjoying wine and
c ~ after the Poetry Reading session sponsored by the F.A.S.A.

l'hot o by Rick Freedman

Lorraine Lanigan, guest poet at the F.A.S.A. Poetry Reading, who read some feminist
poems and one of her own poems on art.
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Photo by Rick freedman

Photo bv Rick freedman

Kean College's theatre production of "I Do, I Do" was presented in the TPA in November.

The play revolved arQund the lines of newly married couples in a musical version.

Hello, Cello!

Photo bv Rick freed man

Partly serious, mostly humerous, "I Do, I Do" allows those who are married to look back and remember
and those who are soon-to-be married look ahead and· anticipate.

Seniors have
Seminar...

Photo by George Kemper

••. (that's senior Citizens). Sponsored by Euon, many senior citizen students enjoyed this lecture titled:
"Energy: The Crisis and the Consumer." The seminar held Thun., Sept. 29 through Nov. 3, Included trips
to a nearby Exxon Plant and speaker Manhall Andrews.

Photo bv /oe Horvath

Wilson T. Hoyle, faculty member of the Music Department,
showed his talent at a recital held on campus Sunday, Nov. 20.
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Video Awareness Week
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FUTURE

CCB

Presents

SHOCK
Today at 11
Tomorrow at 1 :30
in Sloan Lounge

:
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Dec. 4th, 1977
. TPA - 25¢

.
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Time: 7:30

I

•
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WONDERLOVE
STEVIE WONDER
Today at 1:30
Tomorrow at 11
in Sloan Lounge

The Co-Curricular
Board Presents
VIDEO AWARENESS
WEEK
Nov. 28-Dec. 2

Magical
Mystery
Tour
Today at 12:15, 1 :40 & 3 in
Hutchinson 100

i
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WONDERLOVE
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Don't Think About It - Do It Now
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Twyla Tharp
Dance In
America

\ :-")...,-·

Today & Tomorrow
at 12:15 in
Sloan Lounge

:
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,,•

.,, ~
,
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Sign Up to be
Photographed
for the Yearbook
Appointments for
Week of Dec. 12-th

Sign Up at Yearbook Office CC120

· WONDERLOVE
Thursday, December 1, 1977
10 :30 a.m .-End
11 :00 a.m.-12 :15
1 :40-3 :00 p .m .
11 :00 a.m .- End
12 :15-En d
1 :30 p .m. - End
12 :00- 1 :30
6:00-10 :00 p.m.
7:30-10 :30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-End
7:40- 9:00 p .m.
9:00 p. m .-End
Frida,, December 2, 1977
11 :00 a.m.-End
12:15-end
1 :30 p.m.-End.
6:00-10:00 p.m .

Student A cti v ities Commuters Co ffee Hour
VIDEO TAPE-: Beatles, Ma gical Mystery l o ur

JlJO
Sloan Lge

"Wonderlove" Stevie Wonder in Concert
Twyla Tharp "Dance in- America "
Orson Wells " Future Shock "
Evening Student Council

~loa n Lge
Sloan Lge
Sloan Lge
SA1J1

Groove Phi Groove Social
" New String lrio"
Self-Defense Club Disco

l:frowsing Rm
Wilkins I hea tre
College Ur. Cate

M ass
CC B Film " Th e Omen " 25¢ admission

1:!ro w sin g Rm
Wilkin s I h ea t re

" Life After Life " Lecture, Rev. Miller
Jazz Concert: " Rosemary Conte"
Omega Psi Phi Meeting

l:!rowsing Rm
Little I heat re
l:!rowsing Rm

Omega Psi Phi Blood Drive
"Roots" Exhibit
CIAO " The Italian Club"
EEO Practium
Jewish Club
Campus Ministry
IFSC
Spanish Cultural & Social Club
lntervarsity Christian F-ellowship
KCTV Club
Biology
ISA Club
Alpha Theta Pi
" The Magazine "
Valor Magazine Meeting
Dance Program
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta l au
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambdo Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Radio Station Jams
" El Grande De Coca-Cola "
CCB Drama

Sloan Lge
College Ctr Lby
W209
1:1210

Sunday, December 4, 1977
5:45-6 :45 p .m .
7:30 p.m.-End

Monday, December 5, 1977
12:00- 1 :40 p .m .
8 :00 p.m .-End
9 :00-11 :00 p.m .

Tuesday, December 6, 1977
11 :00- 4:00 p .m .
11 :00- 5:00 p .m.
1 :40- 3:05 p.m.

,,

'(

7 :00-10:00 p .m .
7 :40~10:00 p .m.

7:30 p .m .-End
9 :00. p .m .-End

Sloan Lge
Sloan Lge
Sloan Lge
h o nt Lge
Dini ng Rm II
Vl:210

Orson Well s " Future Shock "
Twy la Tharp " Dance in America "
" Wond er love" Stevie W o nder in Co n cert
Sandra Flack " Ca ree rs tor Wom en in In suran ce "
Choir Rehearsal
Life Drawing Session
CIAO "The Italian Club"
Ci rcle K Cl u b
Co ffeeh o use 25¢ donation

Saturday, December 3, 1977
7:00-2:00 a.m.
8:00 p .m .-End
9:00-2:00 a. m .

Hutchinson Lby
)100

W307

W300
J1J2
W207
W200
JJ01
1:1109
JU&
)102
)103

Vl:113
Little ·1heat re
Vl:113
)143

1116
WJ07
1210
1:1210
J203
W215
)140
1:12081:!
120tl
l:!rowsing Rm
Little I heat re

Wednesday, December 7, 1977
11 :00 a.m .
12 :00- 1 :30 p .in.
3 & 8 p.m .
8 :00-11 :00 p .m .

Joey George - Folk Guitar
Woman Talk " You Are Your Hormones"
S/ A Film : " The Best Years. of Our Lives " tree
Omega Psi Phi Meeting

Little I heat re
1:!rowsing Rm
Little I heatre
l:!rowsing Rm

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 .:3•0•--10•:•00...;.p•.m_
. _______
so.c.ie.t111y•o•f•M-e.ch•a•n•i•ca•l•C•o•n•t•ra.ct•i•n•g•s•
·tu•d•e•n•t•
s----H-111.;._ _ _ __.
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Kean College: And All That Jazz
Rosemary Conte is going
pla ces, and she 's the kind of
singer who takes you right along.
Through jazz, down Broadway
and past cabaret , she takes you
where it's hot, takes you where
it 's cool - and then brings you
right on down to her own soft
fire. At 8 p.m . on Monday,
December 5, Rosemary Conte
will appear in concert at Kean
College in Union, N.J.
Ms. Conte's trio includes bassist , Gary Mazzaroppi , who has
worked
~ith
the
Lionel
Hampton and Danny Stiles
bands, with drummer, Mel Lewis
and
guitarist, Sam
Brown ;
drummer, Tom Sayek, has
worked
with
loot Simms,
Warren Vache and along with
Mazzaroppi, is part of the new
Tai Farlow trio. Sayek and
Maziaroppi both appear on Tai
Farlow's latest album ; pianist,
Frank Weber, has also worked
with sax player, loot Simms and
has recorded with David
1
Spinoza.
Rosemary Conte has been a
few places too . She's done a
variety of New York and New
Jersey clubs, including Jimmy
Weston's in Spring Lake, The
Barber Shop in Point Pleasant ,
Richard's Lounge in Lakewood,
and Gulliver's in West Paterson .
And, interestingly enough , there
are often musicians and other
singers in her audiences. She's
been a few places - and done a
few things.
Rosemary can tell you what it's
like to record a commercial or do
a radio interview. She's done
community
and
college
concerts. She's done workshops
and lectures, and she occasionally takes a private voice
student or two . She's sung in
churches. Recently she sang in
the jazz ve spers conducted by
John Garcia Gensel, pastor to the
New York jazz community. And
if you were walking through
New York City last summer or

the one before, you might have lives in Matawan , N.J. and she
stopped to listen to her singing sings with some very interesting
with the Dennis Nardone Sextet
people . Their names ref lect just
during their outdoor concer t what a polished and versatile
-series.
' musician she is. Here's a short list
Where did she come from? A for insiders :
small town in the Mohawk Valley
Pianists : Don Friedman and

HOT TUNA

by Bob Vudek
Hot Tuna was served to 1000
people at the l .P.A . last week to
give our l hanksg iving break a
promising sta rt. The supporting
band, " Happy The Man " played
a set of very, very " Yes" oriented
compositions
played
with
precIsIon
and
quite
enthusiastically but the audien ce,
as was heard between songs,
were there for Hot Tuna .
After a short break, Hor l una
took the stage at 9:25 and stayed
there until 1 :15. The band now
includes a keyboard player who
adds a rythym guitar type support in addition to Jack Casady
on bass and
on drums. Jorma, their lead guitarist, didn 't
play any acoustic guitar but he
did use many guitars, changing
for almost every tune. He also
did all the vocals and was the
spolesman for the group. A
quick thank you and a minute or
two of group discussion
followed each song lending
creedance to the belief that we
saw an improvised show ; a very
rare occurence in these days of
machine like perfection in
groups like Genesis, Utopia and
Se Bop Deluxe.

Kequests were shouted out
during the full four hours and
many of - them were played.
"1- unky #7", " Hit Si ngle #1 " ,
"Serpentine Dream ", "U ncle
Sam Blues", and " Hiway Blues "
were among the more requested
numbers heard and beca use
they played for nearly four
hours, they were able to co ver a
lot of the material found on all
five of their albums .
Chalk up one more "GRAD!:
A " concert for C.C.B. and Kean
College . Although four hours of
music was a bit too much for a
number of the people, the Tuna
freaks were out in full force that
night and most stuck it our to the
end . Hot Tuna, after a sloppy first
hour on stage enjoyed playing
and more than likely appreciated
the small (in rock terms) theatre
since the gfbup was formed to
enable Jorma and Jack to play a
more personat 'show for the
smaller crowd after going the
super group route with The
Jefferson Airplane.
The next concert for Kean
students, Art Garfunkel, was announced that night and ticket information will be announced at a
later date.

Winds Up Semester

'I

~

up in New York State. Her fathe·r
was a bassist, her family was into
music, and she got started in
show business when she was
only five. She still has relatives
there , and though it's hundreds
of miles away, thinks of upper
New York State as home.
These days Rosemary Conte

Woman Talk Series
Features Prof.
For the December 7 edition of
WOMAN TALK, Dr. Esther
Krueger of Kean ' s Health and
Recreation
department
will
pr~sent " You Are Your Hormones:
Hormones and
Behavior. " WOMAN TALK
meets each Wednesday at noon
throughout the semester. .
The reproductive hormones,
the estrogens , androgens ,
progesterone are an important
group of chemicals. Today their
use in widespread . Natural or artificial hormones are prescribed
for the control of fertility and
infertility, for regulation of
gynecological problems and
even for cancer therapy . Hormones affect behavior, and for
women these behavior fluctuations are significant from menarche through menopause and
beyond. It becomes increasingly
important for the well-informed
woman (and man) to understand
these reproductive and growth
chemicals, what they can and
cannot do.
Esther Krueger has been a
member of Kean's faculty since
1968. She holds her M.A. degree
from Montclair State and an
Ed .D. from Teachers College of
Columbia University. A former
Chair of her academic
department, she is a member of
the Health Education Council of
New Jersey. As an active member
and vice president of the New
Jersey Association for Health,
Physic.a I
Education
and
Recreation she has designed and
facilitated
workshops
on
adolescent suicide, adolescent
alcoholism, human sexuality and
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child abuse. Recently two of her
workshops were presented in
Atlantic City at - the State
Teacher's Convention (NJEA).
Dr. Krueger 's lecture promises
to be informative and vital.
Join us, December 7, lunch
and learnl
PLEASE NOTE: Change of
location : to the Browsing Room

Dick Welstood. Sax players:
Kenny Davern, Arnie Lawrence
and Art Bressler. Guitarists : Joe
Puma, Chuck Wayne, Harry
Leahey, Vic Juris and Mike Santiago. Bassists: Jack Six, Steve
Gilmore and Calvin Hill.
Drummers: Glenn Davis, Ronnie
Glick and John Gates.
What's she like? She's a natural
- with a touch of magic. She' s
comfortable onstage, and it
shows. And there's something
secret there too; you ' ll notice it
right away.

On Thursday, December
1st, FOR WOMEN ONLY . Sandra Flack, with two feet on the
iadder of success as a District
Agent for the Prudential
Company, will tell careerminded women students of
the opportunities available in
the insurance business. Meet
her at noon in the Front
Lounge of the College Center
Building.
" Life After Life," the intriguing question of immoratility, will be explored by
Dr. Frederick Miller in the
Browsing Room on Monday,
December 5th at 12:15. A
well-known writer in the field
of moral and pastoral
theology . Dr. Miller is the
third speaker in this series.
The after death is the subject
of a great deal of interest

currently, among writers of
popular fiction as well as
philosophers,
sociologists
and theoogians.
The highlight of the pre-exam, pre-Christmas season will
be a performance of the
PROPOSITION, in an evening
of improvisational skits and
satire . They will do everything
from Soaps to Shakespeare
and anything else the
audience suggests. So get
your free tickets in the
Student Affairs Office or at
the Information Booth for
Thursday, December 8th at
8:00 p.m . in the Wilkins
Theatre .
The Fine Arts Students Association 's ARTS DIALOGUE-·
presents a film , " Painters
Painting," in VE 112 on Tuesday, December 13th at 1 :40
p.m.

People With Good Intentions
People With Good Intentions,
the Black student theatre group
at Kean College, will present
their fourth annual production
on December 8, 9, and 10 at 8:00
p .m . in Room 118 of Vaughn

Troubadors Sounds
The English Department at
socIatIon, and conduct writing
Kean College will sponsor a workshops throughout the state.
poetry reading by four New
The
participants
include:
Jersey poets on December 6 at
12:15 p.m . in Room 100 of Hut- , .Penny Bihler of Scotch Plains,
chinson Hall on the Union camKate Ellis of New Brunswick ,
David Keller of Trenton, and
pus.
Alicia Ostriker of Princeton.
All four poets have had their
works published widely, are ac~
There is no admission charge
tive members of the Poets and
for the poetry reading and the
Writers· of ·New Jersey Aspublic is invited to attend.

Eames Hall on the Union campus.
The play, " Sam Carter Belongs
Here," is being directed by the
playwright , Wade Hudson of East
Orange. Hudson has written
freelance articles for a number of
publications and has scripted
and
moderated
several
television programs on Channel
47 in Boston . He is the author of a
children's book, " Beebe 's
Lonely Saturday," and a
children 's play, " Freedom Star. "
In 1975 two ·one-act plays, ''A
House Divided " and " A Black
Love Story," and hi:; full-lengtfi
play, " Sam Ca'rter Belongs
Here," were produced at the Ark
Theatre by the Theater of
Universal Images in Newark.

The current production is the
story of the problems and
hardships of a poor Black family
who has suffered the loss of the
husband and father of five
children.
admission for the play is $1.50
and the public is invited to
attend .
Cast members include Robbie
McEntyre, Jr., Paterson; Michele
Griffin, Jersey City; Brenda Tisdale, East Orange; Jocelyn
Petteway, S. Bound Brook ;
Cynthia Dobbins,.Newark; Keith
Smith, Newark...
~ Also Tom Wells, New Yo
City; Debra Loftin ; Elizabet
Patricia Joyner, Newark; Erne
Davis, 111; Vivian A. Taylo ,,
Newark
and
Mosi
Chavis,
Newark.

A Gourmand To Have Around
(Continued from p·a ge 4)
Ton and Jerry: (lord love
Hanna - Barbera) 2 large eggs,¼
cup sugar, 2 oz . dark Jamaican
rum , ½ teaspoon ground cinnamon, ¼ teaspoon ground
cloves, 1 pint hot blended
whiskey or hot bourbon , 1 quart
hot milk. Many tom and jerry
recipes call for separating the
egg yolks from the whites and
beating each separately. If you
have an electric blender ,
however, you can beat the whole
eggs and get a fine foamy mixture. You ean get the same

results if you have a fine hand
Irish whiskey or scotch , 2 tablessaucepan until hot but not
eggbeater and enough muspoons honey, ¼ cup boiling
boiling. Pour into second mug.
clepower . In any case beat the water, lemon peel. Both
Lig-/:it it. Pour the whis~ey whole eggs until they're just Nightcap and toast, the Blue
carefully back and forth
beginning to stiffen ; then slowly Blazer should be served steambetween the mugs. The flowing,
add the sugar. Continue beating ing hot and sipped slowly. (And
blue flaming stream will be best
until the mixture is very stiff and to create a decent blaze should
appreciated in a dimly lit room.
light lemon yellow in color. Add always be, made for two). For , Since a few drops of the blazing
the rum , cinnamon aAd cloves: ·· mixing it you need two heavy
whiskey may spill, it's best to
Beat a moment more to blen and rather deep mugs, about 12
pour over a platter . When flame
spices . Spoon the batter into ounce capacity . Rinse them with
subsides pour the blazer into
mugs. Add 2 oz . whiskey and hot or boiling water before
thick glasses, twist the lemon
bourbon to each mug. Fill the preparing the drink. Then pour
peel over the blazer and drop
mug with hot milk and serve.
honey and boiling water into
into drink. Some bartenders
one mug and stir until honey is
wear asbe!.tos gloves when
Blue Blazer: (serves 2) 6 oz. dissolved. Heat whiskey in a
preparing a Blue Blazer.

...
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12:15
11 :00
12:15
1 :30
11 :00
12 :15
1 :30

Thursday, December 1, 1977 in Hutchinson 100
"Magical Mystery Tour - The Beatles "
Showings
p.m.
1 :40 p.m .
3:00 p.m.
Thursday, December 1, 1977 in Sloan Lounge
a.m .
"F uture Shock "
p.m .
" Twyla Tharp - Dance in America "
p.m.
" Wonderlove - Stevie Wonder"
Friday, December 2, 1977 in Sloan Lounge
a.m.
" Wonderlove - Stevie Wonder "
p.m.
"Twyla Tharp - Dance in A mer ica "
p .m .
" Future Shock "

The Brothers of
Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.
Rho Zeta Chapter
are sponsoring their
2nd Annual Blood Drive
Tues., Dec. 6, 1977
11 a.m .-4 p .m .
College Center - Sloan Lge

COME JOIN US!
Feast of the
Immaculate Conception
Holyday
Thursday,

Student Activities Presents
COFFEE HOUR
Skip Breakfast?
n-the-Go & Hungry?
Coffee Hour For Commuters ~~~~- •
Hutchinson Hall
\,~
Thurs., Dec. 1 - 10:30 a.m . - COME!
Danish, Coffee & Tea served

o"'-· ·

\,0

C.C.B. Presents

December 8, 1977
Downs Hall
Dining Room Ill
12:15 P.M.

Buy N.Y.C. Movie (Cinema 5)
Discount Card for 2sc;
(good for 50% off
~>
Box Office Price)
~

December 4, 1977
T .P.A . - 7 :30 p.m.
25¢ Admission

The Co-Curricular
Program Board
and
The O.M.E.G.A. Club
Present

It's For Real!

All-College Party
SAMUEL GOLDWYN

THEBEST

J:t~vil
''""''""

MUNA LOY · FREDRIC MARCH
DANA ANDREWS · TER£SA WRIGHT

VIRGINIA MAYO · HOAGY CARMICHAEL
C.tt,y Ollotlnel ,_ Nwtl Russel

,,..,., •. Wilham Wyler , .... .,., ,. Raber1 t Sherwood
·-••··• kKai,y..,,,, , . .. "'•· Ina-

~

~

Saturday, Dec . 10 at
Hayden Planetarium
Cost: $3.25
Bus leaves Wilkins
Theatre at 9 p .m .

The Kean Jewish Student's Union
and
The Alliance of Jewish Student Organizations
presents
,.:.

12-7-77 - Little Theatre
FREE!
3 and 8 p.m.

"Laze rock"

Next Thursday, Dec. 8th
9 p.m. - ?
Come Hear Caribou
Free Beer
Admission $1.00

-

Chanukah Disco

, , • Sat ., Dec . 3, 1977 at 8:30 p.m.
Montclair State College
Ballrooms A & B - Student Center
Cost: $2 .50
Lotkis and Apple Cider
Music by "Us and Them "
For Info and Directions Call
642-1922

RU really interested in getting
your club, organization, or your
personal picture in Memorabilia.
You in Memorbilia, that's your
Kean College Yearbook, Yes!
Then contact Jimi Bell for shooting date.
See the yearbook for us all to
enjoy.
Contact by messenger carrier,
pigeon, phone, or leave a note in
College
Center
Bldg.
Memorabilia office, W.K.C.U.,
Seate, anytime. PEACE

COFFEEHOUSE

The Clark Players
Present
THE HOT L BALTIMORE
Dec. 2-3-9 & 1O
Frank Hehnly School
Raritan Rd. , Clark
General Admission $3
Curtain 8:30 p.m.

TONIGHT
Dec.ember I st a.t q 'P.M.
ih

•

SI oa..ri Lou~e...
Thursday night Lite drawing has
been changed to 7:30- 10:30 in 210

Live

I

VE .

Ente.rtai nrneht
C.C.B. Human Relations
Committee
sponsors
10 Licensed Hair Stylists
Tues., Dec. 13
10:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
for

2.54. donation

s500

KCDT
Kean College Dance Theatre
with members of the
ELEO POMARE DANCE CO.
presents
"Afternoon Of Dance"
Dec. 6th, 1 :40 - Little Theatre
FREE

KEAN COLLEGE

cut & dry

Comrr,JL'1 i cafi or,_J(_cfp.. C l"!lfil__

WALK• IN
wo.nntJ. ro.p? i1Jforn,o.t ion ar,J rcf~r-ra.l.s
f1fonrla./J fhru frido.v ~ 9:30 /,:oo
16

LOCATED IN STUDENT CENTER

tor the benefit of
I Hf= DEBORAH HOSP IT AL
to be held in th e
Little Cafeteria
(next to the Pub)
(Jo/fee - Doughnuts
Music by:
The Small Town Boys
Appts . Available in
C.C .B. Office
f-'lease wash hair before coming
tor cut - tac1l1t1es only availabl e
tor re-wetting
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Boaters Coach Lauds

biff1!!L Discipline
Soccer
Coach
Tony
Ochrimenko, was able to point
out several bright spots about
this year's squad, despite a disappointing 6-8-1 record .
"We established discipline.
The guys played. There was no
name calling. They never quit
and I am proud of them for 'that."
" We lost three games in which
we accidently scored the winning goal for the other team, and
that hurt us. But that is the break
of the game ," moaned
Ochrimenko.
Another bright spot was the
play of freshmen Renato Bruno
and Mike Torre, who led the
team in goals with 7 and 6 respectively.
" Bruno is a scrapper. He is
always running and he never
gives up. Torre is the same kind
of player, a fighter. They both
have aggressive never gi-ve up attitudes," praised Ochrimenko.
Another returnee is defender
Muses Alliowe.
" He is our key defender. He

was injured for three weeks and
during that span we lost some
tough ballgames."
However O,chrimenko knows
that.he will have a few holes to fill
next season because goalie Bob
Defino and Marvin Woods will
be graduating.
" We are looking for a young
goal keeper. A freshman that we
can bring up properly. However
basically we will have the same
team coming back."
" Next season we need that
one consistent goal scorer. We
will also have to tighten up
defensively."
Coach Ochrimenko predicted
better things for next year.
" I am looking forward to next
season . I think we will have a
much better team. "
KEAN KICKS: Lenny Marino
was third in goals with 4. Tony
Giountikos was the final leader
in assists with-4. Bob Defino had
116 saves in the Squire net. Keith
Bachmann had 40 in his back-up
role.

On December 16th the boys basketball team will host an Australian
Olympic basketball team led by former Louisiana State University star
Ed Palubinskas. The game will be played at the D' Angola Gym and will
start at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are available at the athletic office (527-2435} or
at the door. Prices are $3 for adults and $1.50 for children under 12and
students with I.D.

Photo by Ed Lugo

College President Nathan Weiss was among those honored by the Association for Health and Physical
Education and Recreation. Front left to right: President Weiss, Edith Resnick, and Neddie Smith.
Back left to right: Dr. Darden, Mrs. Dorothy Holder, Miss Venezia, Miss Stulb. Dr. Darden and Mrs.
Holder won professional achievement awards. Miss Venezia won election as vice-president, succeeding
Dr. Kruger.

Cagers to Start Divisional Play
The 1977-78 basketball season will mark the start of divisional play in the New Jersey State College
Athletic Conference. In the new setup four teams will makeup the Northern and Southern Divisions:
The divisions are as follows :
LJ
n

Northern Division

; ; ;-

second period. The following
day Kean came from behind to
score two goals, with less than six
minutes remaining, to tie first
p\ace Stonybrook 5-5. Senior,
Tom Mullen, scored the game

,.,

,/,-/ti
_r-..,.

Southern Division

The men's basketball team led by Vin MacDonald will tip-off
their home season Tuesday, December 6th against Montclair
State. The J.V. game will start at 6:30 and the varsity at 8:00.

Skaters Pull to Within
A Point of First
The Kean College Hockey
Team (3-3-2), blasted Maritime
14-0, to pull within 1 point of first
place in the Eastern Division of
the Metropo\itan Co\\egiate
Hockey Conference. Don Gambardella paced the Squires with 4
goals and three assists to give
Kean two victories and one tie in
four days. John Primavera and
John Lang each contributed two
goals and six other Squires
scored a goal in the big victory.
GoaJies Mike DeNofa and Lou
Nyitray, shared the victory of
Keans' first shutout of the
season.
Kean had just come off a tough
back to back series with two
previously undefeated teams.
Kean upset Wagner 3-2 when
. freshmen Mitch Edwards scored
the winning goal late in the

(, M

Jersey C(ty State
· 'f .)/~.
7_,
Glassboro State
Montclair State
~ ;..\ "<,
• ·11
..;,.J
Kean
Ramapo
:,,,,, · ~ \
' - _, ..,_
Trenton State
William Paterson
' [1
~~ 'Stockton State
Under the new divisional setup teams will play members of their own division twice and the members .
of the other division once. To assist you in knowing which games are conference tilts a breakout of the ·
master schedule is being made this year.
Also, nonconference games between teams are marked clearly on the 1977-78 NEW JERSEY STATE
COLLEGE ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MASTER SCHEDULE.
A postseason tournament will be held to determine the conference champion and the right to advance
.to the Division Three, NCAA postseason tournament.

tier late in the final period.
Coach Tom O'Donnell's
contenders next face Bridgeport
University, Sunday, December •
4th at 9:15 p.M., at the Branchbrook Ice Center in Newark.

The women's basketball team will tip-off their
season at Princeton. The game will start at 5:45.
The pool will be open during the weekend hours of
1-5 p.m.

Stars Are Out
(Continued from page 5)

Foul shooting contest Tuesday, December 6, 2 p.m.
Men's and women's division. Prizes for top three in each
division. Sign up in the Intramural office.

present live, "EL GRANDE DE
COCA-COLA", the three year
smash hit of New York.
" EL GRANDE DE COCACOLA" had it's premier performance at the Mercer Arts
Center in · Greenwich Village,
Alumni Basketball G~me
N.Y. and soon moved to the
The annual basketball game between the women 's varsity
Plaza Nine Theatre located in the
and junior varsity teams and the alumni will be held next
prestigious Plaza Hotel.
Thursday, December 8th the in D' Angola Gymnasium. Starting
The hilarious action of " EL
time is 7:00 p.m.
GRANDE DE COCA-COLA"
Come out and see this year's team in action and welcome
takes place in a nightclub in a run
back our alumni .
down section of Trijillo, Honduras. Pepe Hernandez, a third
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - rate showman has told the local
press that he is bringing-a group

of international stars to town ,
and has talked his uncle, the
manager of the Cnca-Cola plant
to lend him the rr,oney to rent
the nightclub. Of<. i :irse no stars
show up, and the sl,n•v goes on
with daughters, <.ousi ns, and
nephew filling the roles.
The role of Papa Pepe is played
by Paul Kaye, the various
relatives played by Judi Adams,
Dana Caulderwood, Trish Parfitt,
and Gary Cohen.
The admission is free, and the
night will be " mucho loco," very
crazy! Everyone is welcome,
come and join us on December
6th, Tuesday, at 9:00 in the Little
Theatre.

C.C.B. Human Relations Committee
Sponsors

Test Anxiety fjnals are coming!

10 Licensed
Hair Stylists

Are you uptight? Do you want
to do something about this
feeling? Come to the Browsing
Room on Monday at 12 noon or
Wednesqay at 3 p.m. to learn
how to lessen this anxiety.

Tuesday, Dec. 13th - 10:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
for

$5.00 cut and dry
for the benefit of The Deborah Hospital
to be held in the Little Theatre
(next to pub)
Coffee, Doughnuts - Music by The Small Town Boys
Appoints available in CCB office
Please wash hair before coming for cut - f ac1//t1es only
available for re-wetting.

Please contact Mary Jo
Madden, Counseling Center at
527-2083 or return this form to
SA 126.
'

Name __________________
Address _______________
Phone _ _ .,_ _ _ _ _ _ Major _ _ _ __
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I I then
- take one
■■
big bite. O ne can

by Sung Joe Kang
Turkey, stuffing, cranberr y
sa uce, and other goodies are not
very attractive items the day after
Thanksgiving. The main reason is
that most of us have the tendency to eat too much, and you
know about drinking. However,
if the turkey is served in a certain
way it can be very delicious. Accord ing to a few people, they enjoy
putting
sliced
turkey,
cranberry sauce, and stuffing
between two pieces of bread,
with a lot of mayonnaise and

celebrate the Thanksgivi ng Day
all over again and sometimes it
even tastes better.
Some readers might wonder
what the turkey meat has to do
with Residence Hall News. Well,
they are very closely related .
Two hundred fortunate
residents enjoyed their second
Thanksgiving Feast at Downs Hall
on Monday, November 21st. '
Comments made by some of
the residents sounded like thi s,
"man I'm so full , sure wish I had

Faculty Senate
(Continued from page 1)
is being done by adju ncts, but
that figure will soo n rise if facul t y
me mbe rs are fire d ." Th is
program , accord ing to June Hand ler is one of the best in the state,
but now faculty are being fired
here which "jeopardize the Early
Childhood Cu rriculum."
Search Committee Formed
In o ther busine ss, four
representa ti ves of the Faculty
Senate met w ith President Weiss
to discuss the implementation of
the Search Committee to find a
new Vice President for Academi c
Affairs. A pos ition paper was
presented to the Senate on the
composition of the committee,
and after discussion , the
document passed by a vote of 22
in favor, 1 against, and 1 absention.
The composition of this committee will be the Vice President
for Administration and Finance,
an additional administrator appointed by President Weiss, the
Chairperso n of the Faculty
Senate, a su bstitute appointment
by the President in lieu of the
outgoing Vice President, a
representative elected by all the
department chairpersons, a
representative elected by fulltime administrators and the
President of the three Student
Governments or their designees.
President Weiss hopes " to activate the Search Committee in
December 1977." He will also ask
the Search Committee " to
forward a minimum of three and
preferably five recommended
candidates (for the position) ."
The Faculty Senate Executive
Committee met on November 16
and discussed a number of items.
First was the policy of having
only one college free hour a
week . The faculty is finding it difficult to attend both scheduled
meetings and cultural events
with one free hour a week. They
are hoping President Weiss will
review this policy and " hopefully
change it. "
Time Table Discussed
Also discussed was the time
table for the Middle States
Evaluation of Kean College. During the Spring of 78, there will be
a preliminary meeting with the
Middle States Committee and
then the college's Steering Committee will formulate a self-study
plan to help the Middle St ates
Committee when they evaluate

Board Of
Trustees
Meeting On
Monday At
3:15 In
Downs Hall.

Photo b y Sung Joe Kang

Residents enjoy ~hanksgiving _Feast at Down H all held on November 21st. Turkey, stuffi ng, cranberry
sauce, and other items were given to 200 residents at a nominal cost.
room for more. I like the• dark do appreciate the Housing Staff,
residents on campus, therefore,
meat but I guess somebody beat Head Residents, Resident Asimmediately following the
me to it."
sistants, the members of the
Thanksgiving Feast plans for the
Residence Association , and Food
Christmas celebration began . InThe residents obtained the
Services for making the dinner
cluded
in the plans is a bus trip to
tickets to the dinner at a very
such a success .
New York City, ice skating at
minimal cost. The Housing OfRockefeller Center, and the
fice provided financial assistance
The Housing Office and
Christmas show at Radio City
which made the feast enjoyable Residence Association are fully
Music Hall. The details will be
at a low cost to the residents. We aware of the holiday mood of the
announced in the near future.

Kean. The college's document
should be ready to submit to the
Middle States by Decem ber of
1979 and then M idd le States in
tu rn will come to Kea n fo r the
evaluation by February of 1980.
grown an d grown, p roba bly
No Vandalism
doubling wi th worldwi de usage
b y Haigh t A shbury
I n other busi n ess, on
The season of good pot is here ever increasi ng.
November 14 at a publi c meeting
Righ t here in New Jersey, canand may pass by as quickly as it
of the Board of Trustees, a report
came. Everyone seems to have nabis is called pot, ma rij uana,
w as given on the state of the dordecent dope, due probably to' tea, weed , stu ff and a variety of
mitories, which was relayed to· one or two large sh ipments pet local names. Names vary all
the Senate by Dr. Soccarras. He
which recently came into New over the country and all over the
reported the conditions of the
York .
globe. For instance, in Morocco,
dormitories had improved, statIt doesn 't really matter if these and on the North African coast,
ing there wa s " no vandalism " to
shipments are real Columbian , kif is the popular name. Hashish
speak of since the college began
Jamacian , high grade Mexican or seems to be a widely accepted
enforcing stricter control over
any name that the dealers want term in the United States, most of
the dorms and their residents.
to make up. What matters is that Europe, the Middle East, Egypt,
Finally, last week two senators ·it tastes good and brings on great and Iran. In India and Jamaica,
resigned , Alexander Hall and Sol
results from one joint. Since the resinous part of the plant that
Schwartz .
Under
the
marijuana is considered by most is smoked is known as ganja. In
constitution of the Faculty
botanists to be a single India, they brew the leaves and
Senate, the candidates with the
nonstabilized species with many tops into a drink called bhang.
Bhang, it is believed may have
next highest number of votes will
different varieties, names have
be asked if they would like to be
become insignificant. (Have you been the motivating force for the
a senator. In this case, the next
ever been asked to buy an ounce first wide spread usage of pot for
two highest candidates accepted
of " Columbian " that turns out to its mind altering effects. This
their senatorship. They are Bill
be, at the very most, low grade happened in the Indian sub. continent around 2000 B.C. At
Vincent i, assistant register, who
Mexican?).
attended the meeting and
The 1968 United Nations the time, cannab is was conGeorge Metrey, acting associate
multilingual list of names for sidered a most holy plant and
dean of Arts and Sciences, who
Cannabis Sativa • (the plant) and was used in religious rites . The
was unable to attend because he
cannabis products , numbered Priests grew the plants in gardens
was at a conference.
267. Since that time, the list has right in the temple. They brewed

Ashbury's Dopers' Corner
the leaves, stems and floweri ng
tops in to bhang. W hen a person
drank th is liq uid before a
religious ceremo ny, it helped to
bring on a closer union w ith
God.
Although the formula for
bhang was a closely guarded
secret, people found that they
could brew bhang at home from
the plants that grew wild all over
the area. The next logical step
was for the Indians to d iscover
that smoking pieces of the plant
achieved a better effect than j ust
drinking bhang. As usage spread,
an orderly system for growing,
preparing and dealing out pot
(for

a

profit of course), was

worked out.
The bulk of the people must
not have considered this a sin or
else it would not have gained
such wide spread usage. Bhang
itseif was called a joy-giver, a skyflyer, and a soother of grief. A
poet of the time said . . ." so grand
a result, so tiny a sin. " Obviously,
from history, we see that the
people agreed .

Faculty Firings Stir Campus Community
(Continued from page 1)
complished . I thought the purpose of an emergen cy meeting
was to have a specific goal in
mind. "
Dr. Lewis told Ms. Marinelli
that the Senate was in a sort of
" Catch 22. We aren 't allowed to
talk about this matter to
President Weiss because he says
it's a personnel decision . Yet , we
can 't get anything accomplished
without talking to him . We're in
a real Catch 22."
"Probably Not''

When Dr. Lewis asked Fred
Marder, executive assistant to
the President if President Weiss
would discuss the matter with
the Senate, Marder replied,
" probably not."
In an interview with Dr.
Charles Kelly, president of the
Kean College Federation of
Teachers, a division of the
American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) , he stated that
before a professor is granted
tenure he must have a terminal
degree. " In most circumstances,
a terminal degree is a doctorate,
but in certain cases as in '
management science it is being a
Certified Public Account (CPA)
or holding a law degrees," stated
Kelly.
"The Fired 14"
There are 14 faculty members

that have been recommended to
According to Kelly, " The AFT
be fired . The professors that have suspects the administration has
been denied tenure are Muriel made a policy decision to
Vogel and Linnea Weiland , both institute a no tenure policy for
from Early Childhood and each untenured faculty in the School
holds the required terminal of Education ." He emphasized
degree.
that a policy decision such as this
Jean Levitan , health/recrea- one which could have dettion , and Klaus Nemetz, physical rimental effect on Kean should
edu cation have also been fired . be made by faculty and adThey do not hold a terminal ministration together. " Faculty
degree which is a requirement . should have some input," he
Jerome ~reenberg and R. declared.
When the administration was
Bruce Swensen, both from the
management
science asked to discuss the policy they
department have been notified replied according to Kelly that
that they will not be granted " it hinges on personnel matter
tenure. They do not hold the re- and they are restrained from doing so. " Our response to that he
quired terminal degree either.
William Silverman, sociology stated was, " Restraints are selfdepartment, will not receive imposed and self-serving. It
tenure and will be let go at the protects for them , the right to
end of this academic year.
unilaterally decide the destiny of
Those professors who are not Kean College." ·
being reappointed for the next
There are five faculty members
academic year are: Robert Res- being fired in the econochke, economics ; Ri\hard mic/management science
Glassberg ,
management department. Robert Reschke,
science ; Barry Lieberman , Richard Glassberg, and Barry
management science;
Peter Lieberman, are not being reapMaynard , biology ; Ruth pointed for the next academic
Rubinstein , sociology; Karene year. Jerome Greenberg, and R.
Skarsten, fine arts; and Miriam Bruce Swensen, are not being
Engelsohn, education arts and granted tenure .
systems."
,
Possible Policy Decision
Kelly cited these firings as a
" In 10 out of 14 cases, they (the
possible " policy decision made
professors) had their terminal
degrees or it appeared that they to understaff management
would have sufficient time to get science in the anticipation that
management
science
has
their degree before receiving
· peaked ." According to him . the
tenure," cited Kelly.

administration
anticipates
a
decline in enrollment in that
department. He questioned the
basis for attaining this conclusion.
In the case of the firing of Peter
Maynard from the biology
department, Kelly cited, " This is
a classic case of department
politics. " He referred to the
struggle of personalities .in the
biology department which
Professor Maynard refused to
get involved with, causing him to
lose his job. " Maynard refused to
choose sides," he stated.
In respect to the firings, Kelly
stated , " Unless we have information
otherwise,
the
decision of the departments and
the Faculty Retention and
Tenure Committee should be
respected. "
He again referred to the case
of Peter Maynard. In this
situation , there is " information
otherwise, the decision of the
departments and the Faculty
Retention and Tenure Committee should be respected. "
He again referred to the case
of Peter Maynard . In this
situation , there is " information
that the department committee
acted politically," emphasized
Kelly. " And for Vice President
Haselton not to recommend
Peter Maynard on the basis of
the decision made by the biology
department perpetuates a great
injustice."

